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Corporate operation is aimed at the increment of values. In the developmental 
process, enterprises need to adjust their internal governing structures to adapt to the 
changes in internal and external environments. Meanwhile, appropriate reform will 
play a crucially important role in the process of developing enterprises. The virtual 
operation of light asset will take improving corporate values as the source of its power. 
Through the leverage, it can utilize resources inside and outside of the organization to 
reach the aim of low input and high output. 
Basing on the researching paths in the financial management theories in the 
broad sense, the article forms a logic structure: The external and internal 
environments of enterprises act upon the strategies and governing of companies, such 
as organizational structure, operating strategies and operating modes, which further 
influence the financial decisions of enterprises in fund raising, investment and 
distribution; meanwhile, the formulation of financial decisions will directly influence 
corporate values and react upon the internal environment of enterprises. By 
complementing each other, they reach the dynamic optimization. 
Based on reviewing and arranging current theories and research, the article starts 
its research from the virtual operating reform of light assets in case companies. Firstly, 
it utilizes relevant theories on value chains to arrange the factors and process of 
implementing asset-light reform. It then carries out an in-depth analysis of the 
influences of financial performances. In the meantime, it compares with existing 
research conclusions. By completely representing the ins and outs of the asset-light 
reform of case companies, the article draws the conclusion that the reform of 
asset-light operations should be focused on identifying core abilities and accepting or 
rejecting business links, enhancing core links and making non-core links virtual. In 
the meantime, it makes a relevant adjustment of the organizational structure and 
control mode to reach the aims of lowering costs, improving operating abilities and 















the financial decisions of enterprises, which are mainly represented in asset 
composition, capital composition, funding source, profiting ability and dividend 
distribution. In the tendency of such financial changes, partial changes are consistent 
with the universal results of researching the financial influences on asset-light virtual 
operations. Other changes are different from universal conclusions due to the 
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轻资产化虚拟经营模式最早由 McKinsey & Company在 20世纪 80年代概括
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